Complete the crossword below

Across
1. Mobiles and sync
2. Tag cloud
3. Case
4. Print queue
5. Authority check

Down
2. Tool that lets users visually see the development of trends in the law, easily spot seminal cases (interactive timeline)
3. Search using keywords and connectors for precise results (boolean search)
Across
1. Tool that lets users see cases related to your search that do not contain your search terms (forecite)
4. Tool that allows users to synchronize their Fastcase App with their desktop subscription (mobilesync)
5. Save frequently used documents for later use (favorites)
6. Tool that shows terms that show up frequently in results to add as a filter (tagcloud)
7. Latest in analytical legal search (fastcase7)
8. Tool that allows users to print documents in batches (printqueue)
9. Tool that checks for all citations of a case by a court (authoritycheck)
10. Tool that checks for negative citations by courts per Blue Book Convention (badlawbot)
11. Tool that allows users to print documents in batches (printqueue)